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 It has been generally accepted that momentum dependent potentials for neutrons and protons at energies well away from the Fermi surface cause both to behave as if their inertial masses are effectively 70% of the vacuum values. This similarity in effective masses may no longer hold in dense neutron-rich regions within neutron stars, core-collapse supernovae, and nuclear collisions. There, differences in the momentum dependent symmetry potentials may cause neutron and proton effective masses to differ significantly. We investigate this effect by measuring the energy spectra of neutrons, protons and charged particles emitted in 112Sn+112Sn and 124Sn+124Sn collisions at Ebeam/A= 50 and 120 MeV with precision sufficient to distinguish, in principle, between effective interactions with very different values of the neutron and proton effective masses. These data and model comparisons point the way towards future advances in our capabilities to understand the density and momentum dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy.    *Correspondence author: tsang@nscl.msu.edu   
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Inside a finite nucleus or nuclear matter, a nucleon experiences a strong, momentum-dependent interaction with its surrounding medium that leads to an apparent reduction of its inertial mass, described by the term “effective mass” or “k-mass”[1, 2]. Such effective masses provide a convenient description of the momentum dependencies of mean-field potentials that arise due to exchange and other non-localities, Lorentz properties of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, and higher-order terms [1, 3–11]. Deeply bound nuclear states [1] and nucleon elastic scattering optical potentials [12] in nearly symmetric matter, defined by equal neutron (ρn) and proton (ρp) densities, require nucleon effective masses that are reduced at saturation density (ρ0 ≈ 2.7 × 1014g/cm3) to about ≈ 70% of the vacuum values. A major part of this effect stems from a reduction in the single nucleon level density required by the Pauli exclusion principle [9]. Similar conclusions were drawn from relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions [13]. In neutron rich environments, however, many theories predict that the difference between the momentum dependence of the potentials felt by protons and neutrons will cause the neutron (mn*) and proton (mp*) effective masses to differ [1–11], i.e. mn* ≠ mp*. This splitting of the nucleon effective masses increases with neutron asymmetry and density of the interacting medium. It strongly influences the symmetry energy [1–11], the nuclear Equation of State (EoS) [14], the magnitude of shell effects in nuclei far from stability [5, 7], the thermal properties of neutron-rich nuclei, core-collapse supernovae [14,15], neutron stars [16, 17], and neutron star cooling by neutrino emission [17]. Calculations using Landau-Fermi liquid theory [18] and the non-relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock [6] theory have predicted that mn* > mp*  in neutron rich matter, while other calculations using relativistic mean field (RMF) theory and relativistic Dirac-Brueckner theory [4, 7] predict that mn* < mp*. A recent attempt to use experimental constraints on the magnitude and slope of the symmetry energy at ρ0 to constrain the mass splitting somewhat preferred mn* > mp* [19], as did optical model analyses of nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering [20]. However, uncertainties in the effective mass splitting and its density dependence remain large, especially for ρ>ρ0, compelling efforts to constrain this density dependence. Matter in the “participant” region formed in heavy ion central collisions by the overlap of neutron-rich projectiles and targets can be compressed and subsequently expand, reflecting properties of the EoS at 
ρ>ρ0. Nuclear transport calculations predict that fast neutrons will predominantly come from the compressed 

participant region because of the more repulsive neutron potential and that they experience a higher acceleration for mn* < mp*, than do fast protons at the same momentum, resulting in an enhanced ratio of neutron over proton (n/p) spectra at high energies [3,10,21]. In contrast, calculations for mn* > mp* predict that the effective masses enhance the acceleration of protons relative to neutrons resulting in a lower n/p spectral ratio [21]. These issues can only be explored with heavy ion collisions [21]. In this letter, we present the first measurements of n/p spectral ratios with sufficient precision to distinguish between the theoretically predicted n/p spectral ratios for different effective mass splitting [21,22]. We investigate these issues by measuring transverse neutron and proton spectra from central 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn collisions. The 124Sn and 112Sn beams were accelerated to Ebeam/A = 50 and 120 MeV at the Coupled Cyclotron Facility and impinged upon 5 mg/cm2 112Sn and 124Sn foil targets at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. Hydrogen and helium isotopes were detected and isotopically resolved by six ∆E-E charged-particle telescopes from the Large Area Silicon Strip Array (LASSA) [23] placed 20 cm from the target. Each LASSA telescope consisted of a 500 µm double-sided ∆E silicon strip detector (DSSD) backed by an E detector consisting of four 6 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals arranged in quadrants. These six telescopes spanned the polar angle range 23° < 
θlab < 57° with a 0.9° angular resolution. Neutrons were detected by the two walls of the MSU Large Area Neutron Array (LANA) [24], placed across the beam axis from LASSA at 5 m and 6 m from the reaction target. The LANA spanned polar angles of 15° < θlab < 58° with an angular resolution of 0.8°-0.9°. Neutrons were distinguished from γ-rays by pulse shape discrimination and from charged particles by use of a charged-particle veto array of BC-408 plastic scintillator detectors placed between the target and the neutron walls. Neutron kinetic energies were determined by time of flight, measured with 1 ns resolution, using a start time supplied by an array of thin NE-110 plastic scintillators located 10 cm downstream from the target. The background from secondary scattering of neutrons from the floor and other materials was determined via shadow bar measurements. In central collisions at this energy, most of the particles are direct participants in the reaction, forming a midrapidity region that is first compressed, then rebounds and expands, emitting nucleons and light clusters in the process. Nucleons and light clusters from the participant region were detected by the MSU Miniball 
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[25], an array of phoswich detectors that covered 70% of the lab frame solid angle in the chosen configuration. The Miniball primarily measured the multiplicity and transverse energy of charged particles emitted from this participant region, which is on average a monotonically decreasing function of impact parameter [26]. Gating on the highest 6% of the multiplicity distribution, we selected central reactions with impact parameters less than 3 fm, thereby ensuring that most Z ≤ 2 particles detected in LASSA and LANA are participants in the collision. To further ensure that light particles detected in LASSA and LANA are emitted from the participant region, an angular cut of 70° < θCM < 110° is applied to select particles emitted in the transverse direction. Over this angular domain the center-of-mass energy spectra for these particles remains independent of angle [27]. The shapes and ratios of our experimental spectra are insensitive to variations of the experimental impact parameter range from 0 < b < 3fm to 0 < b < 6fm. This observation is consistent with results from transport simulations [28]. Neutron and proton center-of-mass energy spectra, , Ω and , Ω , from the 124Sn+124Sn reaction at Ebeam/A = 50 MeV are shown as the solid points in the top and bottom left panels of Fig. 1. These spectra are normalized to provide the differential multiplicities of neutrons and protons, respectively. The single-neutron detection efficiency was evaluated using the SCINFULQMD Monte Carlo code [29], which calculates the efficiency of NE-213 scintillators to an estimated accuracy of 15%. Known systematic and statistical uncertainties in the spectra are smaller than the data points in this figure. As many transport models have difficulty reproducing the relative abundances of light isotopes produced as the system expands and disassembles, we determine the coalescence invariant (CI) neutron and proton spectra by combining the free nucleons with those bound in light isotopes with 1 < A < 5. The solid points in the middle and right panels of Figure 1 indicate the corresponding neutron and proton CI spectra at Ebeam/A = 50 and 120 MeV, respectively, which are constructed by adding the protons and neutrons in light clusters to the free nucleon spectra [29] as follows 
,Ω · ,⁄ Ω,  

  (1) ,Ω · ,⁄ Ω,  

where ,Ω   and ,Ω   denote the coalescence invariant neutron and proton spectra,  ,⁄ Ω   denotes the measured differential multiplicity spectrum for fragments of charge and neutron numbers Z and N. The summation includes n, p, d, t, 3He and 4He. While the free proton and neutron spectra were cleanly measured up to energies of ECM =100 MeV, the upper limits in ECM/A of our measured clusters are lower, reflecting their ranges in the 6 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals of LASSA. The small contributions of A ≥ 3 clusters that penetrate through LASSA can be neglected. However, non-negligible deuteron contributions to the coalescence invariant spectra beyond ECM ∼ 55 MeV were extrapolated to higher energies via a coalescence approximation, i.e 
⁄ Ω · Ω · Ω                 (2) where C is a normalization factor determined by matching the product on the right to the measured deuteron spectrum [31]. The systematic uncertainty of this extrapolation to ECM > 55 MeV is less than 1% and 2.5% at Ebeam/A = 50 MeV and 120 MeV, respectively. Due to the dynamical nature of nucleus-nucleus collisions, comparison of data to transport models is necessary. Recent studies indicate that n/p spectral ratios at high nucleon energies display high sensitivity to the effective mass splitting [21]. To illustrate this sensitivity, we compare our data to predictions from the ImQMD-Sky quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) transport model [21]. In this version of the QMD model, standard Skyrme interactions used to describe nuclear structure properties can be included in the nucleon potentials. Specifically, we focus on calculations that employ the SkM* and SLy4 Skyrme potentials, which have a similar slope of the symmetry energy with density (L) (compatible with Ref. [29]) but opposite mass splitting at saturation density as shown in Table I. At ρ = 

ρ0 and δ = (ρn − ρp)/ρ0 = 0.2, the SkM* potential has mn* > 
mp* with a fractional isovector mass correction δKI = 
mn/mn* − mp/mp* = −0.096, while the SLy4 potential has 
mn* < mp* with δKI = 0.062. The calculations were performed at the impact parameter of 2 fm. Bound nuclei are identified by the proximity of nucleons to each other in position and momentum space in the final stages of the simulation.  Calculated free and CI nucleon spectra are shown in  Figure 1. The solid lines and dashed lines correspond to calculations performed with the SLy4 and SkM* mean fields, respectively. The difference between the two calculations appears strongest for the calculated proton spectra, an effect that may reflect the interplay between 
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the symmetry energy and Coulomb dynamics  [32], as well as differences in the isoscalar terms in the SLy4 and SkM* effective interactions, which can influence both neutron and proton spectra but cancel in the n/p spectral ratios. At these energies, the CI data and calculations are in better agreement than the free data and calculations. This reflects the fact that these calculations under-predict the yields of bound nuclei (especially 4He), due in part to their under-predicting the binding energies of such well-bound nuclei; thus, nucleons in 4He can be wrongly predicted to be emitted as free nucleons. The calculations over-predict the CI neutron and proton data at low energies and have a steeper energy dependence. The disagreement at Ecm < 20 MeV may be influenced by the neglect of fragments with Z≥3, which were not measured in this experiment. The discrepancies in the slope at Ecm > 40 MeV, however, suggests inaccuracies in the treatment of the isoscalar dynamics and the symmetric matter EoS that influences both n and p spectra. The amount of bound clusters that survives the expansion is less at higher energies making the theoretical inaccuracy in cluster production less problematic. The better agreement between data and calculations observed at Ebeam/A = 120 MeV, facilitates stronger conclusions about the mass splitting at higher beam energies [21]. Sensitivity to the symmetry energy can be enhanced and isoscalar dynamics suppressed by dividing ,Ω  

by ,Ω  for each reaction to obtain the n/p spectral ratio Rn/p(CI).  ⁄ , , 124 , 124Ω , 124Ω             (3) We further enhance effects due to the difference between neutron and proton effective masses by constructing the coalescence invariant double ratios 
 ⁄ ⁄ , ,⁄ , ,  (4) as a function of ECM. R(n/p,CI,112) is obtained via an analogous expression involving the measured 112Sn+112Sn spectra. Like many observables, such as analyzing powers, the double ratio is chosen to minimize systematic uncertainties in order to measure a small effect reliably. In our work, the largest uncertainties lie in the detection efficiencies for both neutrons and charge particles for which the corrections are energy dependent and can exceed 15%. A second uncertainty concerns uncertainties in the energy calibrations or efficiencies for the charged particles. The double ratio cancels out both corrections.  Skyrme S0(MeV) L (MeV) mn*/mn mp*/mp δKISLy4 32 46 0.68 0.71 0.062SkM* 30 46 0.82 0.76 -0.096 

FIG. 1: (Color online) Free neutron (a) and  free proton (d), and CI neutron (b) and CI proton (e) spectra from 124Sn+124Sn reaction at 50 MeV and CI neutron (c) and CI proton (f) spectra from 124Sn+124Sn reaction at Ebeam/A=120 MeV (black data points) compared to ImQMD-Sky calculations (solid and dashed lines).  
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TABLE I: Parameters of the Skyrme mean filed potentials for the calculations shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The effective mass for neutron and proton are obtained for isospin asymmetric nuclear matter with δ = 0.2. Figure 2 shows the measured CI spectral double ratios DR(n/p) for both beam energies. There are systematic uncertainties (not shown in Figure 2) in DR(n/p) of about 10% at Ebeam/A = 50 MeV and 15% at Ebeam/A = 120 MeV stemming from the dependence of the neutron detection efficiencies on the charged particle and neutron scattering backgrounds in LANA. Previous double ratio data from Ref. [30], shown by green stars in the top panel, had a larger impact parameter cut at b < 5 fm. However, extending our data or calculations out to b < 6 fm does not change significantly measured or calculated [28] double ratios. The current data at Ebeam/A =50 MeV have a factor of four smaller uncertainties and extend over a wider energy range than those of Ref. [30]. Where the two data overlap, they are within statistical and systematic uncertainties with Ref. [30], except the lowest two energy data point. Detailed comparisons of the neutron and proton data of the two experiments [34] indicate that the difference lies in the free neutron data, where hardware problems in the previous experiment should have included larger systematic corrections to the neutron spectrum.   

 FIG. 2: (Color online) Neutron to proton double ratio (Eq. 3) for 
Sn + Sn collisions at Ebeam/A=50 MeV (a) and 120 MeV (b). 

Several transport calculations [11, 21, 22, 27, 28, 35, 36, 37, 40] have been used to calculate the n/p yield ratios for the experimental systems at Ebeam/A = 50 MeV. Earlier attempts to extract information about the mass splitting were unsuccessful due to insufficient statistical accuracy [22]. The case of IBUU codes is more complex. Early version of IBUU [35] compared better to the present data and that of ref. [30], but later versions such as IBUU04 [37] and IBUU11 [40] significantly under-predict the measured DR, providing values close to the insensitivity value of 1.2=(148/100)/(124/100) defined as the ratio of total neutron to total proton numbers of the measured 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn systems. Other transport models including pBUU [39] and Stochastic Mean Field (SMF) [11] codes predict larger n/p ratios that are more comparable to the data. The inability to reproduce the magnitude of measured double ratios in IBUU transport model [37, 40] led to the suggestion that reproduction of observed double ratios may require explicit treatment of tensor and short-range correlations [38,40]. It is an interesting idea. However the implementation should be done consistently and tested in different models.  At higher incident energy, Ebeam/A=120 MeV, the calculation describes the nucleon spectra fairly well. Furthermore, at high nucleon energies (Ecm>60 MeV), the ImQMD_sky calculations of ref. [21] showed the greatest sensitivity to the effective mass splitting, the SLy4 calculations (upper curve) lie close to the data while the SkM* calculations (lower curve) lie below the data. At Ebeam/A =50 MeV, there is no agreement between the data and calculations. The disagreement reflects the inability of the calculations to describe high energy neutron data in Figure 1. Theoretical analyses, however, indicate that n/p yield ratios (as well as other observables) are somewhat sensitive to other transport properties such as the isoscalar effective mass [32], which may have to be constrained better in order to accurately determine the effective mass splitting. In the absence of such results and excepting the high energy points, which trend somewhat downwards in the double ratio, these comparisons indicate the effective mass splitting is closer to that predicted by the SLy4 interactions but the uncertainties are large.  In summary, we have presented new neutron/proton spectral double-ratio data from central 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn collisions at two widely separated beam energies. These measurements provide an increase in accuracy and kinetic energy range compared to previous data at Ebeam/A = 50 MeV, and provide new data at the previously unmeasured beam energy of Ebeam/A = 120 MeV.   
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